
Rev. B

Safety Guidelines

1. Nylon strap must be attached to a belt; not just through your pants’

belt  loop.

2. Use one safety tether per tool.

3. Discard product if cables or hardware are damaged or weakened.

4. Breaking strength: about 50kg (110 lb).

Attaching the Nylon Belt Loop

Secure the nylon belt loop to your belt by sliding the belt 

through the large loop or using a cow hitch*. Clip the large 

safety hook to the small loop on the nylon strap.

*How to tie a cow hitch:

a. Place the nylon strap under the belt, such that the

smaller loop is at the bottom.

b. Fold the large loop over the belt and feed the small

loop through the large loop.

c. Pull the small loop to tighten the hitch.

Attaching Tool Loop onto Tool

Tool with Integral Hang-Hole: Insert the bight end of the tool 

loop through the hang-hole such that the brass lug restrains 

the tool.

Tool with Closed Handle: Insert the bight end of the tool 

loop through the closed handle and secure the tool loop 

using a cow hitch, such that the brass lug rests near the 

closed handle. 

Once the tool loop is attached to your tool, slide the bight 

end of the tool loop onto the split ring, and clip the small 

safety hook to the split ring

Tool Safety Tether  68K42.50

Cow Hitch

Tool with Integral 
Hang-Hole

Tool with Closed 
Handle
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